WHAT IS LIFE FORCE ENERGY?

Life Force Energy, also known as Tesla Waves or Scalar Waves, have been studied for decades on many different living organisms; from plants to animals and humans. Time and time again, Life Force Energy has been proven to positively affect living cells by increasing their ability to produce energy for the rest of the body.

Research shows, Life Force Energy drastically increases cellular ATP levels (Adenosine Triphosphate, the energy molecule of life) rejuvenating all cells of the body.

WHO ARE WE?

OUR VISION

At Tesla BioHealing, we are devoted to providing life-giving solutions previously untapped by illuminating the role of natural cellular activation as a new way to address disease. We believe the future of medicine is based on the knowledge that the human body is an intricate energetic system, capable of activating its own repair mechanisms with the appropriate amount of cellular support.

Tesla BioHealing is pioneering the future of medicine by developing the next generation of energy-based biomedical technology, originated from Nikola Tesla’s discoveries. We have created foundational proprietary FDA Registered Medical Devices that leverage Life Force Energy with a deep understanding of biology, physics, and chemistry to accelerate innovation. We are proud to provide this new powerful and natural healing solution that is not only effective but also practical for those in need.

CONTACT US

111 MCCOY STREET
MILFORD, DE  19963
INFO@TESLABIOHEALING.COM
+1-888-658-8108 (TOLL FREE)
www.TeslaBioHealing.com
Tesla BioHealing products are FDA Registered Over-the-Counter (OTC) Medical Devices aimed at addressing pain and inflammation in people with unmet needs such as Stroke Paralysis, Dementia, Alzheimer’s, Terminal Cancers, Diabetic Neuropathy, and Rare Diseases. The Life Force Energy generated by our devices has been proven to help even those who have no available effective therapies. Tesla BioHealing provides natural, non-invasive and powerful relief to those in need. ~CONTACT US FOR A FREE CONSULTATION~

DISCOVER THE NEWEST ROAD TO RECOVERY...

Known Benefits of Life Force Energy:

- Promotes natural healing and cellular self-repair.
- Helps reduce or eliminate pain.
- Increases ATP levels, reducing fatigue and boosting vitality.
- Increases cellular energy up to the optimal range of 70–90 millivolts.
- Generates stem cells naturally.
- Promotes blood circulation.
- Reduces inflammation.
- Strengthens immune system.
- Improves mental clarity and focus.
- Improves quality of sleep.

Testimonials:

All living organisms have molecular cells and a power center that produces energy throughout the life cycle, called the mitochondria. Every cell in all living organisms continuously produce and store energy throughout its life. However, as our bodies age, these cells begin to lose their ability to produce the same amount of energy and many begin to die. Tesla BioHealing products generate a high concentration of pure Life Force Energy that the body can naturally absorb to jump start every cell to activate energy production!

How To Use Our Products:

- Simply place Tesla BioHealers on a desk or nightstand, within 3ft. of the affected area. The closer the better!
- For 100x more power, place Tesla MedBed Generators underneath your bedframe.
- We recommend using the technology for at least 8 hours per day. Sleep is a great time to use it!
- No plug in necessary: Tesla BioHealing technology comes preactivated and ready to use.
- Enjoy the Life Force Energy!